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Greek Mythology Explained A Deeper
When Chiron stations retrograde, it may bring some of your wounds to the surface. When it comes to all the potential retrogrades of astrology, Chiron retrograde is not something to feel afraid of. It ...
This Particular Retrograde May Bring Some Of Your Wounds To The Surface
We are experiencing a boom of popular books on Greek mythology: Stephen Fry’s Mythos; Natalie Haynes’s Pandora’s Jar; Liv Albert’s Greek Mythology: The Gods, Goddesses, ...
Singing to the gods: a millennium’s span of ancient Greek hymns, gloriously portrayed
Mortals and immortals clash in the deity-defying duels of "Record of Ragnarok." Of course, the list of deities would not be worthwhile unless Zeus was included.
Zeus' Powers In Record Of Ragnarok Explained
The position of Chiron in your natal chart can help you address areas of your life in which you may have experienced trauma. It sits in between eccentric Uranus and strict Saturn, helping us balance ...
Chiron Retrograde Wants to Help You Heal From Trauma
"The Walking Dead" will return for a super-sized final season starting in late August on AMC. Here's what you can expect from the first few episodes.
Here are the titles for the first 8 episodes of the final season of 'The Walking Dead'
Extremely intelligent, John is in his element when he gets to study or discuss Greek mythology ... topics outside of the classroom. John is a deep thinker and he delights in diving into new ...
Tuesday's Child: John loves Greek mythology and hopes for a family
British actor Tom Hiddleston is best known for his tenured portrayal of Loki, Thor's morally compromised brother in the Marvel Cine ...
8 surprising facts about Tom Hiddleston
Scorpius is at its best when high in the sky during the evenings of June, July and August. In Greek mythology, Scorpius is the scorpion that killed Orion, ...
SKYWATCH: Get ready to view rich star fields of Milky Way
The college student joins scores of sons and daughters across the US killed by gun violence. When will it end?
Max Solomon Lewis: May his memory be a revolution
One of these proteins appears to stand out among its sister Pleiades, much like its namesake character in Greek mythology ... of the individual players is explained by their mechanistic diversity ...
Battle of the Pleiades against plant immunity
Matt Bell’s latest novel concludes that humans are incapable of change, headed toward the extinction we deserve ...
Humanity is doomed in Matt Bell’s unrelenting climate change novel, Appleseed
The LP title is a nod to the Greek mythology creative roots of the Gorgon ... add some extra dimensions to the project. There’s some deeper, darker, reflective moments on the album that channels ...
In Conversation: Gorgon City Talks ‘Olympia,’ The Duo’s Creative Roots In Greek Mythology
"Specialists on ancient civilizations could each give you examples of music from their particular areas of expertise, but one could always go back further." ...
What Was the Earliest Music?
But some pagans say more visibility for trans and gay members of a largely white, mostly heterosexual community is needed.
Paganism, gods and goddesses aside, is the most LGBTQ-affirming faith in the US
The narcissistic traits of 19 former US heads of state - from William McKinley to George W. Bush - was assessed by political psychologist John Harden of Ohio State University.
Narcissistic presidents Lyndon B Johnson and Richard Nixon were seven times more likely to start a conflict with rival great powers than less egotistic US leaders, study finds
The set-up of Tom McCarthy’s “Stillwater” sounds very Liam Neeson. Matt Damon stars as a tough, terse Oklahoma father who travels to Marseille, France, to visit his jailed ...
In ‘Stillwater,’ Matt Damon bridges Oklahoma and France
It can afford one of the most exhilarating experiences known to earthlings, but there's a lot to keep in mind when going on a spacewalk ...
EXPLAINED: From Flying Debris To Itchy Suits, What You Need To Know When Going For A Spacewalk
FKA twigs has directed the visual for Koreless’s “White Picket Fence” from his Agor album, her directorial debut for another musical artist. The pair, who are label mates on Young, have worked ...
FKA twigs directs Koreless’s video, her debut for another artist
Posts saying the Delta variant of the COVID-19 virus is false by comparing it to Delta brain waves associated with deep sleep are misleading.
Fact Check-COVID-19 Delta variant is real; brain waves are unrelated
Originally scheduled for last summer's season, South Bend Civic Theatre's 'Xanadu the Musical' opens Friday. This year, its stage is Howard Park.
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